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Back the Band

Dean s List Announced

For Last Semester

. (Women 's Division)
Class of 1938

Edith L. Barron, Waterville.
Martha R. Bessom, Marblehead ,
Mass.
Josephine A. Bodurtha , Portland.
(Continued on page 6)

Glee Club Holds
First Rehearsa l
The first rehearsal of the Colby
Glee Club is slated for next Monday
evening , at the Alumnae Building.
Some hundred and thirty ' aspirants
tried 'out for places in the Club this
last week. To care for the surplus of
good voices available this year, John
Thomas has made up a group of alternates who will be able to step into the
places of regular members who either
because of two unexcused absences or
for some other reason, have been
forced to drop out. Also, it is likely
that this group of provisionals will
sing with the regular club in the local
concerts. .
The Glee Club has hopes of making
the trip to Hartford again this year
and , perhaps, of going to New York .
Other trips will be ' made to Caribou ,
Brunswick (joint concert with Bowdoin), Bar Harbor and other short
trips. Several local concerts are assured. One of these is to be with
Bowdoin.
(Continued on page 3)

Sigma Kappa Entertains

Freshmen And Alumnae

Alpha chapter of Sigma Kappa sorority entertained alumnae and Freshmen a t a P enth ou se Part y in the
Alumnae Building on Monday evening. An unexpected guest of honor
was Mrs. Harriet Finch Pease. The
penthouse motif was carried , out by
the silhouetted New York sky line and
b y a sophisticated floor show presented during an evening of dining and
dancing.
Am on g th e ent ertainers cau ght b y
the sh iftin g b eam of the spo tlight
wore the trio of harmonizors—Billio
Fait , Poll y Pratt , and Edna Slater
with their combination of "A Penthouse on Third Avenue '/ and "Penthouse Serenade." Dick Follott, popular student pianist of tho . class of
'87, furnished the musical background.
*
"Pozon ," a tap medley of mysterious intricacy, was then prosonted foy
a now dance team , Stobio and Brown,
Edna Slater, transformed for a couple
of minutes into a particularly obnox:ious member of the "noveau richo,''
gave a reading entitled "Mrs. MoneyMado 's Fitting." Following this enmo
n medieval scene sung in a . definitely
modern manner, as Polly Pratt and

(Continued on page 0)
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s W ednesday Night

Saturday

The names of sixty-six Colby men
and women appear on the latest
Dean's list which is based on the
marks obtained at the end of the second semester, 1936-1937. The class
of '40 with twenty-seven representatives leads the rival classes, and, as
is natural, the city of Waterville and
the State of Maine head the territorial distribution with eleven and thirty-six names re spectively. To make
the Dean 's list a student must attain
an average rank of at least eigthy-five
per cent in all his subjects.
The complete "list follows:

;

On The Air Every

And Football Team

Class Of 1940 Leads Rival
Classes

~
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Coach McCoy To Be

Colb y To O bserve

Lovejoy Anniversar y

The hundredth anniversary of the
death of Elijah Parish Lovejoy,
martyr to the cause of the freedom
of the press, will be observed at Colby
College, his alma mater, by a special
convocation , President Franklin W.
Johnson announced today.
Lovejoy was killed on November 7,
1837, in Alton , 111. A crusading
newspaperman, his editorial campaign
against slavery had aroused the active
opposition of the slave-owning interests in near-by St. Louis. Using
gangster tactics, their hired ruffians
raided Lovej 'oy's plant and destroyed
his presses three. .times within a year.
Lovejoy, howeveer, refused to abandon his crusade - with these words:
"As long as I am an American citizen, and as long as American blood
runs in these veins, I shall, hold myself at liberty to speak, to write, and
to publish whatever I please, being
amenable to the laws of my country
for the same." The new press came
on. November 7, 1837, and Lovejoy
remained on guard that night. A
mo'b came, set the building on fire,
and Lovejoy was fatally shot while
defending his press.
A special committee, headed by
Hon. Bainbridge Colby, a trustee of
C'61by"¦ah'd'f orme^
is making arrangements for the Lovejoy Centennial Exercises. It "is expected that some nationally known
figure will give an address. The other
members of the committee are as follows: Major Clarence E. Lovejoy,
(Continued on page 3)

Colb y Colle ge Broadcast
Ever y Monda y Ni ght
Colby 's new radio hour , tentatively called "The Voice of Colby College," lias passed tho second of its
weekly broadcasts and now announces
further opportunities for students to
take part in this interesting field.
Openings on the staff at this time
include a head of the music department from the men 's division , a dramatic staff , a publicity agent ,, and
continuity writers.
In connection with the dramatic
staff , plans are being made for the
production of short dramatic sketches
on Oolby or State of Maine history
or possibly dramatic campus incidents and other subjects. This is a
wonderful opportunity for Colby students to-get experience in such writing. And in the production of these
sketches there will be other openings.
The continuity writers work is to
prepare announcer's script and continuity for the weekly broadcasts.
(Continued on page 5)

Dr. Grace Foster To
Sp eak At Forum

Dr. Alice Patte e

Talks On Ital y

The first meeting _ of; thef International Relations Club wasyheld Friday
evening, October 8, in the ;Alumnae
Building. Charles Russ,. acting as
president pro-tein, cordially welcomed both the old members, and the hew,
and in a short speech . he explained
the purpose of the club; to the freshmen.
After these brief preliminaries, Dr.
Alice Pattee of the English department was introduced as > speaker of
the evening. As she had been in
Italy during the past summer she
spoke most interestingly of her experiences there. Her main theme was
the evidsnt attempt of the modern
Italians to link themselves to, and
copy the ancient Romans. She told
of the strong nationalistic spirit which
prevailed everywhere in Italy ; of the
Roman's pride in Mussolini's achievements ; and of the charm and fascination which . this historical country
holds for everybody, using selections
from Shelley as illustration.
Dr. Pattee indicated the keen an(Continued on page 4)

Ja panese Prints
Are On Display
With the recent opening of an exhibit of Japanese prints in the library,
which is but a part of the Art Department's collection presented to the coles J^.
l.eg.^:by, Ciharl
SsBM^-kl^.^^
¦f M
art program is being started in - the
college. Dr. Sharon L. Finch said in an interview with the ( ECHO reporter that
plans are in progress for having some
of the nation's finest exhibits come to
Colby in the future. Through this
effort a new field of cultural enjoyment will
¦ ' be¦ •• opened to Colby ¦ stu•
- i ) -\
dents.
The. present exhibit was . selected
from the Pepper Collection and consists of a part >of the series of . 3G
views of Fuji Yama done by Japan 's
foremost artist in this field , Hokusai ,
in which it is the intention of , the artist to show the various moods of the
mountain , and modern proofs of "the
print "The Wave" by the same artist
showing how this form of art is produced.
Japanese prints were introduced
into France in the middle of the last
century and have produced a profound effect on modern art. Though
a very common type of art found in
most any home in Japan , some were
produced by genuine artists of whom
Hokusai was perhaps . 'the' foremost,
French artists were impressed by the
brilliant colors and sharp clear lines
with little or no light or shadow in
the prints. They reconsidered their
aesthetics with tho result that the
new scho'ol of Impressionists whoso
1
•work is so popular today developed.
.The prints are made from wood engravings with separate blocks made to
superimpose each color upon tho print
as the scene gradually takes shape,
The proofs of "The Wave" showing
the process are at the left in the library. On one panel is a print from
, ( Continued,on ' page 4)

>D.r. Grace Foster , formerly a professor of psychology, at Colby, and
now in the case history department of
th e Au gusta State Hosp ita l, will speak
next Sunday evening .at Forum on
"Modern European Trends in Psy,
chiatry."
Miss Foster , who is a guost speaker
at the Forum every ,year , is always
; MAY SECURE THEIR ECHOS ;
popular because of her interesting
IN RE C ITATI ON HALL ON
personality and .delightful manner o:l!
THUR SDAY S AND FRIDAY S
presenting hor subjects. , She is es'
pecially w'ell-quttlifiod to speak on this ^^.¦. M^ONLY '; ' - ' ;:. ., ' ; ^'' , 'i 'X X..
v
thomb , -an alio spent the past summer
(Continued on page 3)

• STUDENTS

! Fvateynity Houses
x:\ or Dorms

Mules Kick Hard To

Win By Score 13-0

Rev. Me tzner Speaks Burrill And Hactch Star
Colby
At Women 's Assembly

For

A rampant Colby;Efttule, making its
. At women's assembly on Monday second" Seaverns Fie3d appearance^ ,
''
of
morning, October 11, Dean Runnals
the
year,
kicked
its
way
back
onto
the
introduced the speaker , - the ever popvictory trail by conquering a stubular Mr. Metzner, pastor of the Methborn Lowell Textile eleven, 13-0, beodist Episcopal church of Waterville , fore the largest
pre-state series game
recently returned from a summer in
crowd in a decade.
Italy.
Showing- traces of 3>ower which will
Mr. Metzner 's viewpoint in discussmake it a reaL.dark horse in the aping Mussolini was that of an impartial proaching
series competition , the
observer, evaluating his policies.
Mule eleven took coknplete command
Among the constructive measures of
of the situation from the opening
Mussolini's regime is his success in whistle and at no
tim e did the visitors
cleaning up Italian cities to such a seriously
threaten the Colby goal line.
degree that our American cities would For the first
time in the 1937 camcompare very unfavorably in this re- paign
, the men of McCoy displayed '
spect. Also, he commented that
a portion of the razsle-dazzle attack
Mussolini's strong sense of discipline
which has made thear coach famous
and order has produced remarkably
throughout the country. Bl0cking>~
quiet cities. In Rome the use of autoand tackling were both improved and, •
mobile horns is forbidden, and the in general,
campus c omment had the
loss of this aggressive weapon in driv(Continued on page 2)
ing has appreciably reduced the toll
of automobile death s in this city. Mussolini: also' has an excellent grasp ' of
history"'is keenly aware of the importance of Italy's past, and is very
anxious to elevate the position of his
country. At this time he is supervising a slum clearance program which By the Stude nt Anti-Fraternity Cam- *
is especially necessitated by the pres'
pa ign Committee _
ence of slum areas near the historical
The foundations a_re being laid ' for '
y;
sites in Rome and .Florenee.
the first of the new . buildings on '
<M.ayJiow£>r 0EIill.--,> 'It _ is« -time^that --we ->
c-^4mong^fe
which Mr. Metzner considers worthy lay also the foundations for our new
of condemnation is his curtailment of campus life . We sliould revise our
freedom of speech. There is a tight- campus institutions -with the idea of
ening of the lips in Italy. No one initiating on Mayfiovrer 'Hill ' a much '
mentions Mussolini's name, even with finer college than eve^r Colby has been
'
praise, for fear of misinterpretation. before.
'
(Continued on page 3)
We are of the opinion that the
greatest point of friction in our present setup is the fraternity system.
We advocate its coimplete removal in
favor of a more-liberal and flexible
house plan. We do this because" we
believe it "will be a Lasting benefit to
Colby College. We are willing to. disBy G. Ellis Mott
Leaving Foss Hall early in the cuss our plan with tlie whole student
morning of the 10th , the combined body., We therefor-}, are paying;. ' all
groups of tho . Camera Club and the our cards on the '. 'ta_ble and will enOuting Club hit the trail for the deavor to discuss their merits through
mountains, Going, through Skowhe- the facilities of this paper throughout
:
gan, Madison , and Solon the clubs tho semester. We want ' to give the
stopped at Wyman Dam . From this fraternities a full opportunity ' to ; ex( Continued on page 3)
spot the trip went to The Forks and
proceeded to Moxie Falls the beautiful 90foot descent situated back from
the road about a mile and a half , accessible only by a wood's trail. But
upon reaching the Falls their splendor
in ; falling cascades, sparkling water
and bordered by the flaming foliage
On Tuesday evening, October 12, j;
the party felt well repaid for the jour - 1937, Beta chapter of Chi Omega so-J;
ney. After a lunch at a' local camp site verity held its ^rushing, party' in theli
the group moved' on to Pleasant Pond Alumnae Building., It wascleverly bas-t
Mountain and wont hy way of the od' on an Am er i can hndi an th eme , with j :
Appalachian Trail to the top. This decorations consisting of. Birchbark '
;
time was about sundown and the color wigwams , paddles wtd canoes. Bright-'Ii
of the foliage and the sky , was at ,its ly colored blankets" sidd ed- to the f es- !.l
best.
tivity of the scene. , A most amusing^
Indian
Minnehaha was the 'mascot who j
(Continued on page 3)
presided over all the fun of the occasi on with h er tra di tional smilin g
grace.
'.Freda Abel acted " as chiefta i n " and "
welcomed tho rusheos to thopow-wew.
Richard Follet furnished tho music to
which tho girls danced between
courses. Each rusli ce was given ' an
j Th is year Wntorvillo will again Indian souvenir.
hav e th e p riv i le ge of atten d in g a After tho dinner
a-,clover 'entertainseries of concert entertainments be- ment followed.
A <3uo, .consisting of
ing given under tho auspices of tho Ruth Piled
, nnd Priacilla Mailcy, san g
Columbia Co-operative Concert Asso- tho IndianLove
ciation , which is a subsidiary of the in hor inimitable Call. Mary> Crowley
manmor gavo Horace
"
Columbia Broadcasting System.
with Priscilla Mailcy acting tho part
!; Tho Colby Board , which is -un der of , tho lion. A pa-ntomimo v of the
the directorship of Professor Strong, un dying tale of "Poky-hontasV was
consists of twelve members. Thoy presented" by tho girl s of tlio sorority
are: Frank Mellon , Nathani el Gu p ti l, fr om Hiawatha an* Elizabeth " ^olie
Bernard Burbank , Victor Malins, played the piano.
. '
[
Conrad -Swift, Charles Rush , '. Loo r .Bofovo ~tho party.-was-ovo-*, tho.'OIii,.
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued o»n pago 0)

Anti-Fra t League

Plans Attack

Combine d Outin g
Is Held Sunda y

Chi Omega Holds

Rushin g Part y

Concert Series
Begins Soon

v

1937 Co% Mento rs

second period to give his teammates
the ball on the Lowell 24. A. five yard
penalty moved the ball to the 19 from
whence Burrill took another , shovel
pass for a gain of five yards. A pair
of passes and running plays , failed,
however, and the Textile team took
the ball again.

utive quarterback , then faded back
to iriid-field and hit Burrill with a , perfect pass and the latter raced the remaining 12 yards to the goal line.
This time McGee 's attempt to convert
was good.
The summary :
Colby
Lowell
__re , Maekle
Burrill, le
Hodges, It _
_rt , Reddish
Maguire , lg—
---rg, Allaire
Winslow, c
c, Roberts
.__ —l g, Flemming
Lake, rg __;_
____ .lt, Pelt
Pearl, rt
Hersey, re.
le, Grossman
qb, Esielionis
White, qb.
Dobbiii Sj lhb '.
,__rhb , Buzidragis
McGee, rhb
lhb, O'Connor
"
'fb , Cunningham
Kane, fb
'
Score by periods:
.
1 2
3 4
Colby
0 6 0 . 7—13
Lowell
,0 .. 0 0 0 — 0
Touchdowns made by Burrill and
Hatch. Point after touchdown by
placement, McGee.
Substitutions :
Colby, Neumer,' Thompson , Carter ,
Hatch, Harvey, Bubar , Dore , Antonakas, Shuman, Gleason , Cole, Beach,
Upvall, Savage, Dow. Lowell, Maslanlca, Spevack, Freedman, Chapman ,
McTeague , Ritchie, and Davis. Referee McCall ; umpire, Mapes, Vermont ; linesman, Fitzpatrick ,' Boston
College ; field j udge, Young, Maine.
Time, 4-15's.

On the first play of its series,
Lowell allowed a lateral pass to go
astray and Burrill crossed the goal
line but a penalty nullified the score.
An exchange of kicks gave Colby
the ball in Lowell territory and this
time the Mules inaugurated a successful drive. MacGregor went off
tackle for seven yards and Hatch followed this gain with another of five
yards more. Burrill took a shovel
pass from Hatch for a nine yard gain.
An offside penalty set the drive back
but a moment later Bruce Iateraled to
Hatch for a first down at the 7. Bruce
ripped off tackle to the one yard line
but holding cost the Mules fifteen
yards and the ball was back to the 23.
MacGregor made it a first down at
the four yard marker on an end
sweep, however, and Hatch, a few
seconds later, moved off tackle for a
touchdown. McGee's attempt to convert the extra point was blocked. The
half closed, without further scoring.
Early in the third quarter , a 60
yard romp by Bob Winslow after a
pass interception was nullified when
Colby was found to be offside.
CAREFUL CLEANING
It was in the final quarter that the
AT
Mules gained their second touchdown .
Hatch took O'Connor 's punt .at the
Waterville
Lowell forty and was downed. BurDr y Cleaners
rill then took a shovel pass from Mc"Service Which Satisfies "
Gee and went to the Textile 24. After
62-A Temple St.
Tel, 277
MacGregor had failed to crack the
center, McGee fumbled and Colby OH '
" =301
-iOKaOlE-IOH
lost possession of the ball. Inability
to gain forced the Red to kick, and
McGee took the ball at the Colby 35.
MacGregor slipped off tackl e for a
gain of 8 yards and then it was the
shovel pass again that took Burrill to
the Lowell 40. Bobbie McGee, dimin-

____

COACH McCOY and CAPTAIN NORMIE WALKER

Mules Out To

Stop U. of N. H.

After the fine showing Colby made
against Lowell Textile last Saturday
the local fans will travel to Durham
with renewed hopes that the Wildcat
w,ill, be subdued. McCoy's men have
been doing some hard work this week
in preparation for one of the ruggedest games on the schedule.
New Hampshire is reputedly strong
this season, having won its first three
games of the season. . On the last
three consecutive Saturdays the granite state boys have conquered Lowell
Textile, -Bates College and the University . ^ of Maine. In Mitchell and
Giarlia the .Wildcats possess two dangerous running and passing backs. If

you saw the N. H. game with Maine
last Saturday you'll know that their
forward wall isn't exactly like a
flower bed when it comes to opening
up holes. Rosinski at center is supposed to be one of the best small college pivot men in the east, while
Montrose, Platts and Martin in the
tackle and guard positions have
spelled doom for more than one line
play. So in the final analysis the
Mules will have a fight on their hands
if they plan to make it three out of
four for the season.
On the other hand Colby is looming
as something more than a breather
for the N. H. eleven. After the type
of 'ball played against Lowell the opposition can expect most anything
from the Mule bag of tricks. The
ever brilliant Bus Burrill will stand
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 3

$
Colb y Beer Jacke t s l.85
$
Corduroy Slacks 2.98 up
Suede Zi pp er Jacke t s
$6.49 up
"Where Colby Men Meef

Wm. Levine & Sons

, LUDY, '21

PACY , '27

Suede Jackets - $2.98 up.
« .' .. $2.25
Moccasins

Dakin Sporting Goods Co.

a little watching as tlie local eleven
advances its offensive drives.
Giarla or any other powerhouse
will have to do more than ordinary
stepping to tear through a wall built
with Hersey, Hodges, Pearl , Lake, and
Maguire. Colby really has a line to
brag about this year.
In the backfield Dobbins, Hatch,
and MacGregor will be counted on
heavily to do the ground gaining, but
nothing much could be done without
the powerful t blocking ,of big Dick
White. Shanty McGee will be in there
calling signals again, and if he repeats Saturday 's sterling exhibition
there'll be plenty of action at Durham.
N. H. U- Line- up

MULES KICK HARD
(Continued from page 1)
performance of the Mules slated as
satisfactory.
Shortly after the opening whistle
the first Colby threat came. Jack
O'Connor , Lowell halfback , fumbled
on his own 46 yard line and Warren
Pearl , outstanding tackle, covered
the ball for the Blue and Gray. Joe
Dobbins , senior climax runner, broke
off his own right tackle on the first
play and was brought down from behind on the Textile 22 yard marker,
White , sophomore plunging back ,
bucked through center for a yard and
Bobbie McGee swept the visittors' end for a first down on the
Lowell 10 yard line. Here, the Mu les
stalled their offense and a fourth
down pass, grounded in the end zone,
gave the Red Horde the ball.
Somes m inutes l ater ,the McCoy men
thr eaten ed a secon d t ime but were
again denied. Bus Burrill, slashing
end whose play was a feature of tho
clash , recovered a Lowell fumble on
his own 49 yard lino, Behind good
interference, Dobbins raced off tackle
and into tho clear for 83 yards and
it was a first down 10 yards from tho
Lowell end zone. After McGeo had
been dropped for a loss, Burrill took
a shovel pass from Dobbins to tho 0.
MacGregor made three yards and a
first, down but two plays later a
fumble robbed tho Mules of their secon d opportunity to score,
Pearl recovered his second fumble
<of. th o afternoon midway through the
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 3
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PARKS' DINER

Colby Line-up

le, Burrill
Duir e, le
Conrad , lt
lt, Hodges
lg, Maguire
Montrose, lg
c. McLeod
Rosinski , e
rg
rg, Lake
Platts,
rt. Pearl
Martin , rt
:
re, Hersey
Little, re
qb, White
Preble , qb
Giarla, rhb
lhb, Dobbins, Hatch
__rhb , McGee
Mitchell , lhb .__
Abbott, fb
fb , MacGregor
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turn to Colby.
COMBINED OUTING
B. Provides a program for the
(Continued from page 1)
realization of the ideals outThis outing represented one of the
lined above.
largest of recent years. There were
thirty-six hikers, three chaperones, III. Our Point of Departure :
This whole plan could operate
and seven cars. The chaperones were
and
Mr.
McCoy
more efficiently and with greater
Professor and Mrs.
effect with a new unit of campus
Joseph C. Smith, adviser of the Camlife in place of the old fashioned
era Club.
fraternity.'.,
;
Those on the trip included : Paul
E. -Sheldon, '41, Cranston,- -Rhode IV. A Partial List of Objections, tb
Fraternities.
Island ; Eleanor . King, '41, Methuen,
A. Finances.
Mass. ; Doris Peterson, '41, Brooklyn,
\
B. Position of the Non-fraternNew York ; Lillian Healy, '39, Barre,
.ity -man who often needs
Vermont ; Constance Tilley,- '40, Oakfraternity more than anyone
land , Maine; Virginia Ryan, '41,
else. •'
South ' Manchester, Conn.'; Mary AshC. Stress and worry of the rushinson, '41, Ashland, Maine; Ellamarie
ing period.
Nourse, '41,~ MarshfLeld , Mass. ; Arlene
D.
Social
stigma placed on the
Paine, '39, Dexter, Maine ; Fein
man
who
has sense enough
Brouker, '39, Sangerville, Maine ;
to
change.
Ruth R. Ste'bbins, '41, Hastings-on- .„
E. Limitations set by association
the-Hudson, N. Y.; Dorothy Goodwin,
with National fraternities.
'37, Waterville, Me.; Geraldme StefCramps freedom.
'
ko, '41, New York City ; Professor and
F. Distracts loyalty from college
Mrs. Odiorne, Professor . and . Mrs.
and centers it on the fraClark ; Edwin Shuman, '38, Portland,
- ternity.
Maine; Garland Berry, '40, Tilton,
G. Politics.
New Hampshire; Floyd L, Fitts, '40,
Northboro, Mass^ ; Ralph Rowe, '41, V. Proposed' Plan.
A. The unit of campus life would
Milwaukee, Wisconsin;, Marcus Ola'
be a college owned house
City
;
Francis
New
York
dell, '38,
named after some Colby
Maine
;
WilGuilford,
Prescott, '38,
great.
Scarboro,
West
lard Smyth, '39,
1. All upper classmen would
Maine; Robert N. Anthony, '38., HavEchoes From Rockne
R,
be
expected to room in a
Nelson, '38,
erhill, Mass. ; Clifford
Old Knute Roclcne . from Notre
house
of his choosing with
Norton Heights, Conn. ; Virgil HinckDame used to win football games in
house mates chosen hy him
ley; '40, Bluehill , . Maine ; G. Ellis
By Dwight Sargent
more ways than one. He took a team
not for him.
Mott, '39, Winter Hill, Mass. ; Phillip
up to play Illinois once and got push 1. Rent would be paid to the colCharboneau, '39, Northboro, Mass. ;
New Hampsh ire , Here We Coroe !
ed all over the field! for the first half.
lege only and would cover
Macheon , Stevens, .'39, Waterville,
After the crushing defeat adminis - The Illinois had scored twelve points
heat, light, water, telephone,
Coach
Cy Perkins cross-coun- Me. '; Elmer Marshall, Jr., '41, Old
tered to the W hite Mules by the Tufts to none for the Irish.
Time after try team suffered a 41 to 18 defeat Orchard , Maine ; Kenneth Holbrook,
cleaning, a bed and mateleven, it seemed good to go out there
time the Rocknemen tried to put on Saturday morning at the hands of the '38, Randolph, Mass. ; Maynard Waltz,
tress, a desk, lamp^ ~ and
on Sea-verns Field and see the Mc- the power , but the ir attempts seemed
chair, and all the essentials
Bates harriers over the Bates course. '38, Damariscotta, Maine ; Alfred E.
Coy men really find themselves , and as f utile as high school
plays aga inst Handicapped hy the loss of Stevens Brown, '41, New York City.
of comfortable living;
go to to wn against the Lowell team. the strong
Illinois line.
3. There would be no dues
and Fitts through illness, Colby could
Somehow or other the spectators had
unless the house should care
place no higher than fifth. Al RolANTI-FRAT LEAGUE
confi dence in the Colby eleven SaturPersonal ity Strikes Again
to sponsor a social affair. All
lins, Bates sophomore, running in
(Continued from page 1)
day afternoon. The tackling was cerAt the end of "the half the boys his first varsity race, won in the good press themselves and defend their
that would be up to the
tain , the block ing deadl y, plays well
walked into the locker room silently. time of 22 minutes and 55 seconds. position. We have therefore chalhouse.
chosen , and fumbling was reduced to
They knew what was coming: to them. Harry Shepherd, also a sophomore , lenged them to written debate.
4. There would be no pledga minimum. And it 's when the fund They waited around- ten minutes but finished second in front of the veting, no joining of anything,
Below is a general outline of our
ame ntals of football are mastered Rockn e didn
't app«ar. About three erans Al Bridges and Acting Captain point of view. We have tried first to.
and no social stigma attachthat a tea m begins to win ball games. minutes before play was resumed old
ed to a change in residence.
Courtney Burnap, tying for third. give a picture of the ideal fraternity
Knute walked in. The locker room Colby's only letterman, Chase, sur- and what it tries to do. We maintain
5. Each house would be the
Shall We Believe Him?
was
so
quiet
you
could
have
heard
unit
for student athletic
aims
and
purposes
prised
everybody
that
these
same
by
finishing
no
betWas talking with one of the Lowell
a
brick
drop,
'
then
the
great
coach
advantage
events.
better
ter
than
seventh,
can
be
realized
to
'
behind
his
teammen after the-game,~and I" asked him
6. Each house would be the
under a more liberal setup. We have
how he thought the Colby team com- spoke. "Boys, I've had teams that mates, Gardner and Charbonneau.
lost
games
before
but
I
never
had
a
,
«of
sole
determiner of its social
of
the
failings
some
One
week
from
Saturday,
Colby
tried
to
show
pared with New Hampshire. As you
bunch
that
deserted
me
cold
like
you
program
and general poliThen
in
conclusion
meets
the
strong
fraternity.
hill
and
dalers
from
the
know Lowell took a 20 to 0 trouncha-ve."
He
strode
from
the
room.
main
points
in
the
cies.
Maine.
we
have
outlined
ing from N. H . U. a couple of weeks
a. There would be no NaSummary: I. Rollins (B) 22 :55; 2. our suggested alternative system..Our ,
ago. The Textile lineman said that Rarely it is that a team can go the
length
of
the
field
by
simple
line
authority determining
tional
Shepherd
(B)
23:13.
3.
Tie
be- efforts this semester will ;in a general
Colby 's , team was superior to that
hammering,
but
the
Notre
Darners
did
policies.
tween Burnap and Bridges (B) way follow this outline. It will be
Wildcat eleven. Of course we'd all
it
twice
in
that
last
half.
Pounding,
b. Each house wbuldbe-free
23:14. 5. Gardner (C) 23:46. 6. changed of course as new material
like to believe him, but you nevei' can
madly that team of Charbonneau (C) 23:51. 7. Chase, comes in. We would have fraternity
tearing,
fighting
to do what they felt best.
tell what will happen in a ball game .
enraged
Irishmen
struggled
their
way
B. The same ideals set up by the
(C) 23:57. 8. Poster (B) 24.07. 9. without the fraternities.
If we reckon from statistics the blue
to
two
touchdowns
and
a
glorious
present fraternities would
Duwors
(B)
24
:26.
10.
Gould
(B)
outline
to
help
you
We
present
this
and gray squad has a good chance to
victory.
Rockne
knew
that
endo24:59.
1
1
.
Driscoll
(C)
25
:10.
12.
hold in these groups and the
your
own
mind.
clarify
this
matter
in
win their third victory.
crines as well as reverses and spin- Fernald (C) 25 :58. . 13. Davis (C) We do not ask you to agree with us.
chances of realizing these
ners play their part.
26 :14.
ideals would be enhanced
Th irteen to Nothing
We won't condemn you if you think
This Friday at 3:30 the Junior Var- differently. We merely . challenge
by the increase d freedom
An unusual
thing happen ed last
sity meets Farmington Normal over you to defend your position and show
and lack of restraint.,
COLBY TO OBSERVE
Sat urday as three college football
the local Frosh course. All men who the college why.
games in Maine resulted in a 13 to 0
a. "Fraternity without fra(Continued fa-om page 1)
have
not
won
their
letters,
and
all
Lovejoy,
ternities."
New
York
City
;
John
M.
score. Besides the Colby score , BowI. The fraternity, its ideals and purC. There would be a Fraternitydoi n beat Wesleyan and New Hamp - president of the Seaboard Oil Co., freshmen are eligible to compete. , The
.
poses.
probable
starters
include
Gardner
less Student Council.
,
shire bested Maine by a similar mar. New York City ;' Arthur G. Staples,
A. ' Provides living quarters.
Drisko and Davis.
D. There would be Fraternitygin. And no small cog in Colby 's editor of the Lewiston, Maine , Even- Charbonneau ,
B, Provides social and athletic
less class elections.
victory was Fairfield' s Bus Burrill , ing Journal ; Mrs. Percy V. Hill, Au- Simpson is a possibility with Stevens
• activity for students.
who made the game miserable in. gen- gusta; Oliver L. Hall, '93, secretary and Fitts, now on tho sick list, unC, Develops character, personora l for the Textile squad. Bus per - to the Governor o± Maine, Augusta ; certain.
GLEE CLUB HOLDS
ality, citizenship, and sociThis season the frosh harriers have
formed outstanding ly on the defen- and Professor Herbert C. Libby, Wa(Continued
from page 1)
ability by close association
meets scheduled with Wilton , Lincoln
sive, was on the receiving end of terville.
Membe
rs
(Men)
with people of different
Academy, Lee Academy, and N. E.
shovel passes which went for long
First Tenor: Conrad Swift, Stanley
backgrounds and interests.
of , Boston. Other meets are being
gai ns , and when he was snaring ? forREV. METZNER
Schreider, Halsey Frederick, Ralph
1. Prevents loneliness.
scheduled and the dates will be re(Continued from page 1)
wards he looked as if he had glue on
2. Helps bridge rough gaps Vale, Clarence Lord.
hi s fingers. Think it over a bit be- Wages in Italy are extremely low leased in next week's issue of the
Second Tenor: Nathaniel Guptill,
and periods of crisis during
fore you pick Fitts of Bowdoin for which means a low standard of , living ECHO.
Edwin Toolis, Fred Emery, Arth ur
college years.
the left end berth on the All-Maine for the laboring classes, and discon3. Brings freshmen into Thompson , James Chase, Victor MaDR. GRACE FOSTER
tent is widespread among them. But
eleven.
contact with upperclassmen. lins,
(Continued from page 1)
in spite of this discontent, Mussolini
First Bass: William Carter, Bu eli
4. Establishes l i f e l o ng
thoroughly
subjected
has the people
Co urting In Tho Fall
in Europe , attending two internationMerrill, Hor a ce Burr , Linwood Workfr iends.
Before tho football season is half to his rigid control,
al conventions of psychiatry in Paris.
5. Gives good business ex- man , John Pendleton. .
A concordat between n Duce and
over tho Colby baskoteors' have ' comForum will be held in the First
Second Bass: Spencer Winsor,
perience.
menced training for the first , court the Pope has resulted in political im- Baptist church , according to its fall
exFran
k Me llon , Charles Russ, Felix
leadership
6. Gives good
team in Colby history. A roster of provement of the cliurch, but/religion, schedule , and will be preceded "by a
Gon
d
ola, Bernard Burbank.
perience.
¦ ¦ .' 1 '.
smart players and an attractive sched- in the spiritual sense, does not seem supper at five-thirty for which a nomProvisionals
. .v ;. '
7. Helps a man adjust himu le insur es Colby fans a gai nst a d u ll to bo prospering ii» Italy, and Protes- inal sum will be char/red.
Maurice
Romeo
Roy,
Tenor:
First
. self to life and to other huwinter sport season. Coach Roundy tantism has disintegrated considerWebber
,
Trevor
Lamb,
Searlo, Ward
man beings.
BSS .iOBTOI
10-30-=-__-71
has already met with some members ably in the last few years.
Joseph Beach.
II. Present Role of Fraternities.
Mussolini's measures to prevent
of his squad to outline thoir pre-seaSecond Tenor: Earl Glazier, RichA. Forms the present unit of
son training, Practice sessions will an y cr iticism of th e governm ent , Mr.
ard Noyos, Ra lph Delano , Edward
campu s life.
be hold in.tho old gym , but tho sched- Metzn er c on clud e d , seem int olerable
1. Is the basis of Student Quarrington.
uled, games will he hold in tho Wins- t o Amer i cans , br ed in a tra d ition oi
First Bass: Marcus Oladoll, Won•Council representation.
8 170 SILVFR STREET |
low High cage.
i'reedom ol speech and tho press.
2. Is - r th e unit for , student d el St arr , Bernard Jor d an , George
g_[0-ao_a5sgL!
Bliss.
athletic events.
I
I
no-jo i
Second Bass: John Daggett, Joseph
w
ith
a
3.
Provides
Alumni
"
WAT CH FOR COLLE G IATE
Croteau
, Cornelius Monahan, Patrick
friendly
homo
on
thoir
reREVIEWll!
Martin. '
Priced ns low ns 50 cents. Stiff back blotter pads of fine quality
craft coiners in a variety of distinctive grains
\
. \. i .
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4 Word To The Wise . * .
This week marks the occasion of another time when Freshmen must make
a choice—this time the fraternity. This decision is going to effect your stay
at Colby, and perhaps afterwards, so it deserves due attention. We hope
that you visited all the houses, considered the financial obligations of each ,
and sized up the members in every house. Whatever the rushers had to
say to you we believe you should give ;due consideration. However, during
this period of silence that begins Thursday, we hope that you will evaluate
all that you have heard and seen before you make up your mind about
pledging. Your choice now is a great ' factor in determining the value that
you will receive from a fraternity after you graduate , by associating with
those men who are shooting toward the mutual goal. Do not be gullible
and believe everything that you hear ; make up your mind yourself , and
draw your own conclusions. Remember, since every fraternity can pledge
only twelve men, that fraternities must show keen interest in all freshmen
as a means of getting acquainted.
Many freshmen think that they must pledge in the pairs or groups in
which they associate. But, unless you feel that you made your decision
by yourself , that method may bring sorrowful results, It never pays to
pledge a house just because your friend is pledging there. Stand on your
own opinions and determine whether or not the fraternity that you have
in mind is aiming at the same goal that you have set for yourself. Don 't
let'fraternities put you off your course, but rather pledge to the one that
is going ,to help you and to which' you may add your part.
You are expected to regard your fraternity affiliation in all seriousness
and give proper attention to its interests at all times. You are expected
to . have . the means to meet the financial obligations and to pay all chapter
bills when due. You are expected to lend support and cooperation for the
continued' betterment of the fra ternity in years to come. And , you are
expected to maintain a reasonable scholastic standing and to engage in
the worthwhile extra-curricular activities for which your abilities are suited.
Can you be whal; you are expected to be in the group that you have in
'
!
mind? ¦ .
, ,:¦ Thomas A. Clark, former Dean of mon , University of Illinois once stated
:"I believe the college fratoavnity offers tho greatest opportunity for leadership that a young man in college can meet. The sad part of it is that
so fow young fellows tako advantage of this chance, but those who do are
Imariy times repaid ior the effort they put forth." Are you prepared to tako
¦ advantage of the opportunity? The argument may have been mado that
,;,tho; fraternities ' sot ' up a "clique." Tho university oj Tulsa 's President
Pontius pointed out only a few months ago that "I should be perfectly willlin g to soo fraternities sot up an aristocracy on this university campus if
it bo an aristocracy of intelligence , character , and social graces. I cannot
hnagiho a hotter way of sotting; stand ards for students as a whole to strive
; .oward'than through American
college fraternities, " .,
y v^
give it.tho best you have, and
^ako^ii tho . bost ono foi; you. . , Go vholehoartedly into tho affiliation and
. - .. . —-G. E. M, :
.' yoti 'wiO

Do You Know
Your Librar y Wei!

RESOLUTIONS
Whereas, It has pleased God in His
infinite wisdom to remove from this
life the father of our beloved sister,
Grace Robinson , be it '
Resolved, That we, the members of
Alpha chapter o-f Sigma Kappa soThe college does not build up ma- the Alpha Delta chapter of Alpha
turity by the same methods as those Delta Pi Sorority, extend to the be- rority is fortunate /in having as. its
employed in a mill or an office. • It's reaved family our heartfelt sympathy, guest for the week of October 11,
Mrs. . Harriet Peas-e, of Schenectedy,
chosen instrument .. is the book. . . The and be it further
New , York, grand national secretary
intention of the college is that in the
Resolved, That a copy of these
case . of those favored . . who . are al- Resolutions be placed upon the rec- of Sigma Kappa.
lowed to study after the high, school ords, of our chapter, and that a copy, Going home has- always proved an
period, minds shall he fed, and train- be sent to 'the Colby ECHO for publi- irresistible attraction. Among those
who succumbed to its lure last weeked, and ..strengthened, and dir-ected by cation.
. - ..;¦'
'
end were Elizabeth !Walden of Greenthe use of hooks. The whole procedAlice Mulligan, Pres.
ville,
Maine ; Helezn Lewis of Brookure points forward to a mode of life
Helen Lewis, Sec.
line,
Mass.
; and Alice Mulligan of
in which persons, by the aid of books,
Bath,
Maine.
are enabled to live in ways which are
Freda Abel accompanied her parnot open to our non-reading fellows,
ents
to i( Quebec -during fthe weekfare trained to practice such forms of
end.
intelligence in which the use of books
Mr. and Mrs. ESavis of Worcester,
plays an essential part. (From the ExMass.,
were the guests of their
perimental College, by Alexander
Margaret Aldrich: Another New
Miklejohn) .
Yorker . . this time from Kew Gar- daughters, Elizabeth and Eleanor,
Colby College provides, in its li- dens, Long Island . . now at Alden from Friday until Sunday.
Among the altamnae who visited
brary, a goodly collection of books House . . collector of snapshots and
which the wise student will learn to signs .. . charming, well-dressed, vi- at Colby for the L«owell Textile game
use early in his college career. How- vacious . . seen lately In that open were Barbara Hufccheon and Doris
Smith, '37.
ever, to make the most intelligent use blue Ford.
M ary Anaki: Also from Alden
of these books it is essential that the
W. A. JW. NEWS.
student become acquainted with the House . . quiet, ' blonde , • good-lookAlthough
uxiaU -e as yet to entering,
studious
.
.
hails
from
Massatools of the library.
tain
the
class
of 1941 at its annual
Cat
alogue
's
chusetts . . obviously has a scientific
I. The Library
fall
picnic
on
Mayflower
Hill, the W.
reading
mind as evidenced by copious notes in
The card catalogue in the
A.
A.
has
not
been
inactive.
As to
room is the key to all books in the chemistry . . no traces of a grind
specific
achievements
the
board
has
,
Library. The catalogue has a dic- however in looks or actions . . "bids
elected
Doris
Rose
to
replace
her
sistionary arrangement, that is, all en- fair to be one of the most popular
ter,
Phyllis,
who
-did
not
return
this
tries are alphabetical. There are members of . the class of '41.
Barbara Arey: A Bay State fresh- year, in the position of Health Leader,
three avenues of approach in finding
man staying at Button House now. and Barbara Arey, a promising frosh
most books:
(1). An author's work may be Slender, light curly hair . . interest- athlete, as representative of her class.
In the future, fe e W. A. A., spurred
ed in athletics and looks as if she
found entered under his name.
(2.) The works of a given subject would be an addition to the depart- on by the enthusiasm of the upperto
organize
may be found listed under that sub- ment . . one of the cutest of tom- men is plamranig
b oys . . spirited, as witnessed by her class teams and tournaments in hockject.
(3.) Books which bear descriptive excited enthusiasm at Saturday 's ey and the sporbs which seasonally
follow. A tennis class for upperclasstitles may usually be found under the game.
Marjory Arey : The "Dons" have it men who wish to improve their game
title.
In the use of the card catalogue according to this new Duttonite. How- is now in progress.. Also in the realm
some general rules may be found ever she .still finds time for sports— of social entertainment , under the
an
enthusiast—and leadership of its- president, Janet
she's quite
helpful:
studies.
A
girl
to
meet
and know— Lowell, and the (Lirection of its advian,"
(1). The initial articles, "a," "
whose
dark-haired
charm
has already sers, Miss Corinn -e Van Norman and
and "the" are disregarded in alphapaved
way
for
a
full
social
career. Miss Marjorie Duffy, the W. A. A.
the
betizing the titles of books.
Barbara
Baehr:
Europe?
Yes,
what promises to do ifcs part in affording
(2). Follow the "see" and "see
would
you
know?
This
traveler
in the students of C- olby a well-rounded
also " references. If you do not find
college life.
far
countries
will
be
glad
to
tell
you
an entry under the subject you have
however,
all
about
it.
Just
now,
Colin mind look under the synonymous
DR. ALICE PATTEE
by claims her interests—she's a Gerterm.
(Continued
from page 1)
(3). Look under specifi c subject, man major . . has an exquisite taste
tagonism
existing
between Italy and
e.g., if you wish material on trees, in lights and room decoration.
other nations oE Europe and Asia
look under the heading "Trees" rather than under the general heading of MR. BRUSH TO SPEAK AT ARTS by relating an incident occuring at
Gibralter, when a Russian boat passCLUB.
Botany .
The Arts Club, a cluh for all girls ed the one upon which she was travel(4). A commonly used term will
generally 'be chosen in preference to who are interested i* music, drama, ing. Immediately upon sighting it all
the scientific term , e.g., Ornithology, literature and the oth__ - fine arts will Italians aboard lrushed on deck and
soon begin its meeting's. Last year shouted , "What is that Russian ship
see Birds.
meetings
were held on the first Thurs- doing in our. seas"?" •
One very important point to reday
of
the
month in the Social Room
A short busin ess meeting, of the
member in using the Colby Library
of
the
Alumnae
Building.
Some
of
old
members folHowed the talk durcatalogue is that it is in two sections:
the
programs
were
:
Miss
Marshall
on
ing
which elections for the ensuing
one for the older books and one for
year
were held- Francis Prescott
Medieval
Carols
Professor
Smith
on
,
the more recent. This was made
was
chosen
president, Mary Ewen
Modern
French
Drama,
Mrs.
Finch
necessary because in the earlier days
vice
president
on
Madonna
pictures
and
a
trip
to
, Xeon Tobin , secresmall cards were used for the library
tary,
and Mindella Silverman , treascatalogue and when the standard size Lakewood.
The first program for this year will urer.
now in use were adopted they were
filed in a separate alphabet to avoid be a talk by Mr. Brush on Cathedral
JAPANE.SE PRINTS
hiding the smaller cards. If a desir- architecture, on October 21 from 4
(Continued
from page 1)
ed book is not found in the first al- to 5.30 in tlie Alumnae Building.
a
painting
of
MCr.
Pepper. On the
phabet do not fail to check the sec- Tea will be served.
other
walls
aro
the
prints of Fuji
Freshman girls and transfer stuond one.
Yama
which
are
-originals
by Hokusai,
dents are urged to come to a meeting
II. Pe riodical Lit erature
One
depicts
tho
mountain
from the
About 265 magazines are regularly on Monday, October 18, at 12.45 in
sea,
another
in
w.
snow
storm
, others
received by the Library. Frequentl y the playroom to hear about the aims
in
its
widely
different
moods
dependtheir information is the latest and and plans of tlie Art Club for the
nvost authoritative to be found , and coming year. The old members are ing on the weather and time of day.
Because these prints are inexpensometimes it is the only information also requested to attend.
sive
to produce they are a popular
available on certain topics. The key
form
of art and bave even been likenCONCERT
SERIES
to tho contents of the most impored to our comic strips. But as d one
(Continued
from
page
1)
tant of the magazines is to be found
by a few real nictists like Hokusai
in the magazine indexes. Thoso in- Kresky, William Carter , Elizabeth
they are much' n<3mired for their techEvelyn
Short,
Ruth
Pike,
and
Solie,
dexes are shelved with the reference
nique.
collection in the library reading room. Doris Rose. Charles I-I. Popper, the son of formyear
tho
income
netted
from
Last
(1), Po ole's I ndex to Periodical
er
President Popper , is Colby 's forethe
sale
of
memberships
to
Colby
Literature covers the periodical s of
most artist. So»on after graduating
students
and
Waterville
citizens
the nineteenth century,
from Colby in 18=89 he traveled exten( 2 ) . Reade r 's Guide to Periodical amounted to about fifteen hundred
sively, spending much time in Japan .
possible
appeardollars
and
made
tho
Literature, 1900-to date, indexes over
He is one of tli-s modern school and
ance
of
throe
fine
performances:
100 of the most widely used magapaints
portraits and landscapes in
and
Tamara
interpretive
Fowlor
,the
zines.
both
water
colors and oils. The paintpiano
(3). International Index to Peri- dancers; Malcolm and Goddon ,
g
of
President
Roberts in tho chapel
in
odicals , 1907-to date, indexes about team well-known to music lovers ; and
as
well
as
soma
other oi1, his works
800 journals, chiefly in literature and tho Russian Imperial Singers.
Colby students are sold member- aro to be seen on campus. He has
sciences,
given many works of art to the
(4), Book Review Digest, an index ships for one-half tho usual price. olso
,
collogo,
Every _year ho has some new
and digest to select book reviews. , Af ter th is week no moro tickets will
works in tho country 's foremost exnor
will
singl
e
adbo
p
urchasable
,
(5). New York Times Index,
one concert, hibits. It is his sister, Annie P, Var1913-to date, monthly, quarterly, and missions bo sold for any
ney, who comes- to Colby in tho lecyearly index to the files of the New tive reading/ Certain books immeture course thiB winter,
York Times. Very useful for current diately suggest themselves as books
of reference : Dictionaries, Encyclo- of invaluable Resistance in following
events,
III , Refe rence Books in General
pedias, Almanacs, "Who 's Wh o, any course of study.
¦
w
hich
Tho Librar y Staff is always ready
book"
is
ono
in
Atlases , etc. In tho Colby Library
A "reference
to
answer in quiries regarding referaro
tho
most
helpful
reference
books
with
a
definite
question
in
a render,
ence
materials or to aid the student
room.
Tho
explicit
min d , may expect to find an
shelved in the reading
way to And tho material he
in
any
himself
with
answer, a book consulted for specific student who familiarizes
seeks.
information rather than for consecu- tho . chief reference, works finds them

Cam pus Personals

Frosh Co-Eds
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"Ah, ye knights of the pen ! May
honor be your ' shield and truth tip
your lances ! Be gentle to all people.
Be modest to women. Be tender to
children. And as for the Ogre Humbug, out sword and at him."
—-Thackeray.
ON YOUR CARD YE PREDICU-

LATORSs for yon quippe detecktive
is on the quarter-deck—there will be
plenty of corn-pinching when we put
to se(a)e , this voyage—look to your
laurels boys, for many a harty lad has
fallen by the wayside—whether it be
through the knothole, the keyhole,
the bunghole or themanhole,the truth
will out—Blessed are they who have
no eye for a keyhole—for they know
not from whence the drip dropped . .
So with a sleepy, but sagacious smirk
of self-satisfaction on his sour souse
(mug to you), ye sinister olde sleuthe
slithers silently away into the shadows
to smile slothfully over certain smelly
scandal that he secured.. .
HOT STOVE LEAGUE: .'Twas the
night before pledgetime and all
through the tavern in which I was sitting everybody was still as a mouse.
In came one of the boys, and you
could hear the echoes from every corner as he announced : "The bases are
loaded and they are warming some
of the co-ords to complete our quota
—tsk, tsk, youum nasty fraternity
boysies—oh, well, I'll take three
extras anyway—anything to please
the girls—they're the only ones who
are really enj oying this pledging—
the frosh wouldn 't if they could see
"behind this slush and backslapping
that some of the boys are handing
out to them-7-alack, alack, it could
he worse though—hope to see better
next Oetember—Frosh, keepe this in
mind : A dog is the only thing on the
earth that loves you more than he
loves himself . . As the old wit once
said : "In scorching the seat of your
pants, you have a pretty good idea
ju st how it would feel if it really
were on fire" . . but hither we on
yon mortal coil—'tis time for philandering . .
IT
HOTTER
HOTTER
AND
bismirched
GETS: as we shuffle the
pages of time . . Birdie number one :

_jjL^

i.- 'fej^ragagi-Slilfe;

"Chickie Boy" Hatch evidently has
one of those "one-and-onlys"—anyway, she certainly was first-rate support at the Lowell Tex game—-she
swears up and down that he was going fro make a touchdown for just her
-—oh, oh, that first part's bad—Quote
(Turk Hassan) "That's my roommate!!!"—Nevertheless, Chick is sure
going to town , in the varsity backfield
. . Round' n round . we go and . .' .
Flash : Would like to get better acquainted with Barb Slcehan—greatly
enjoy the Geology field trips with her
though . .
personal,
—nothing
Carter
seen walkDouble Flash : Bill
ing on dark night behind library with
Clarabelle Huntington—belles, bells,
and. still more bells—even Nannabelles—looks like something good—
mayb e not, oh well . . Triple Flash :
Bill Littlefield escorts new wife about
Campus—another double splice of the
past vacation—Congrats, Mr. and Mrs.
Littlefield , forgot to reveal you last
splurge . . Flashlight: Moe Blanchard observed not escorting Alice to
the Gym Dance—with Miss Wade instead—einie, mienie , minie , moe,
that's the way the story goes—here's
looking atch a . . Peep : From behind
Warren 's little calendar reveals the
photo of Hillie Wheeler—you know,
Davvie's heart twitter of the past annum ,—oh , oh, on guard Pericles . .
Peep Peep : (makes 'a .chicken)-—and
what a lovely one !—Oh, man !—take
me back toute suits to the chickarage
—who?—Hazel Judkins of course—
no chance for me (or you either)
right now—Cassanova Brown treads
yon favorite pathe at present—lucky
boy—also vice
versa . . Jewelry
are
like
store
chatter: "Girls
watches," says Pluto, "pretty enough
to look at—beautiful faces and delicate hands, but somewhat difficult to
"regulate" when once sent "a-going"
. . By way of the high sees: "Done"
Fernald seen mooning .about in his
room lately—asked why and he answers: "I just can 't get Prudence off
my mind"—you know, Dinty 's sister
from Caribou—has "Done" seeing
double lately . . By way of tele-me :
Charlie Graham goes in for variety
during past two weeks—watch your

J$
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Continuous From 1.30 P. M.
ENDING FRIDAY !

"Life Begins With
Love"

Doors Open at 1.0O-5.3O P. IV.
,
— WEDS.-THURS
Double Feature Program !
Patsy
Robert
Kelly
Mon tgomery

"Ever Since Eve"

2nd Hit!
MARRIED BEFORE
BREAKFAST
Florence
Rice
R ob ert Y oung
NIGHT
WED.
Free Cash Prizes

J ean Par k er
D oug lass Montgomery
2nd Hit !
RICHARD DIX

SCRE ENO

"It Happened in
Holl ywood"
with Fay Wray
STARTS SATURDAY

Will Rogers

Rob ert Taylor

Maty Carlisle
in

"Hand y And y"

'

FRI.-SAT.
Continuous From 1.30 P. M.
Double Feature Progra m
KEN MAYNARD in

"Trailin g Tro uble"
2nd H it !

Tra pped by "G" Men .
WITH

JACK HOLT

PLUS

Chapter No. 5
"S. O. S. COASTGUARD
MON.-TUES.
Double Feature Program
PAT O'BRIEN

2nd Hit!
First Watorvillo Showing !
Tho Comedy Romance That 's
Mnlcing The Nation Roar !

"San Qiientiii"

WITH

"Dance Charlie Dance "

"Lady Escapes"
MICHAEL WHALEN
GLORIA STUART

MATINEE;

I

EVENIN G • . .

15c-20c I 20o30c

2nd Hit!

with Stuart Erwin

.' MON. NITE
500
SEATS
Opportunity Nigh t
AMATEURS
ALWAYS
. , lSe
on the stage

WAT ERVILLE STEAM LAUNDRY
"SHIR TS DO N E AS ME N LIKE THEM"

145 Main Street

:\
Telephone 145

sister; if-you haven't one, watch yqui
niece* if you haven't one-—aw, f orget that I said anything . . Well,
"So far so good," as the boy said
when he had finished the first pot of
his mother's, jam - .- .;,Have
been
thinking of starting a ;date bureau
Dr. Kirby Page, the noted author
here at Colby—think, it : would: work ? and lecturer on world affairs spoke
it's worth a thought anyway . ! twice today : once at 10 . o'clock
Scoop : -Charlie Randall kisses her Chapel and later at the Congood-night on the hotel steps the gregational
Church . He
immeother night—while the crowd held its diately brought up the question
"Must
breath;—her ?—Barbara Smith from the Democratic nations
go to war
Caribou—she 's pretty nice—know her with the Pacist nations?" Can
. Gerpersonally—Charlie knows her .better many, Italy and Japan
be stopped in
though . . Ther e is so much to tell their aggressiveness except by war.
that your scribe deluxe feels like that If war is the only solution what makes
little urchin who sang, "Oh for a up war? War is the skillful utilizathousand tongues !" as he crawled in- tion of bombardments,, air raids and
side -a huge sugar barrel . . Behind blockades. With the modern prolace curtains : Sid Black has definite- j ectiles that can be hurled up to fifty
ly decided to move over into Alden miles and the strangulation hold that
House—says that it takes too long.to can be forced on a warring nation
,
walk back and forth for his meals— human life fares on the bad end of
won 't admit that Audrey Massell is things. To stop the Facists will inevthe reason—so you won't talk, eh? itably mean world war. War is ' one
. . Noteworthy of attention.: The ¦of the greatest atrocities, says : Dr.
commendable performance of the Page, and an atrocity is gross, wan ton
frosh "babies" at the football game cruelty , extreme barbarianism.
last sat—The. sterns lad put on a fine
Page
traced
the
acexhibition—-deserves an even larger . Dr.
'f the principal empires
quisition
o
cigar—laddie croteau looked almost
sweet enough to cuddle—all of the and pointed out that they arrived at
boys deserve a hand for their fine their greatness through the force of
show—more prizes should have been arms and exploitation. ' The Fascist
given—also credit should be meted nations are prodded on by (a) Ecoto Profs Breckinrid ge and Chapman nomical needs and (b) The example
for
their
excellent judgment— set by Great- Britain , France , and the
couldn 't have done better . . anon. United States. To show this situation
Dr Page made a parallel of three robano n , anon. . .
bers. One went forth at 10 o 'clock,
A LINE O' TYPE OR TWO: Ye
the second at 12 o'clock and the third
Sleuth certainly commends the fine
rose late and set out to steal at 2
appearance of the Colby Band at the
o'clock. Which lobbeer has done worse ?
Tex gam e—best the band has looked
Does time enter into the situation
for years—band members seem to
making one robber less guilty than
like their outfits too—A good band
another? There are four plans, acsure makes a difference in the spirit
cording to Dr. Page : (1) Hold the
of the occasion. . . The band is to
loot , (2) Divide the loot , (3) Share
make the trip to Durham this coming
privileges, (4) End the system of emSat—wish it the best of luck . .
Greatly enjoyed the "Voice of Colby "
Monday night—an improvement over Not forgetting thee and thine;
last week's—the Quartet of 1940 And when thee and thine
sounded like a million dollars—-Men Come to see me and mine,
of Colby, We Salute You!!! . . A May me and mine make thee and thine
few Frosh personalities from across As welcome as thee and thine

Dr. Kirby Page
Speaks k Chapel

the prints : Evelyn Gates, Mary Buck- Have ever made me and mine."
ner and Bette Holt—you 'll- want to
As ever yours,

look them up—they 're pretty special
—you can take it from yours truly
. . Notes from the Camera Club-Outing Club trip to Moxie Falls : Flash—
Mac Stevens does a little exclusive
warming- up • for cross-country-—puts
two sturdy cows through the ropes
—may decide to bring them down
here to school for competition . ,
Plaintive—Dot Goodwin appeared
rathsr worried about Willie Smyth—
thought that he had got lost in the
woods—kept a strict eye on him
thereafter . . Note : The C. C. C. and
the C, O. C. combined their forces
last Sunday and launched a formidable attack on tho Canadian Trail
Camps , resulting m complete rout of
the proprietors—C's did their own
cooking—glad yours truly wasn't
there , - The Unrolled Coil : Frosh
brown seems to be having tough time
with his girl, Doris Peterson—or is
she?—Several of the upper-lads are
giving him the rub—Fred Ford seen
out riding and "showing" .with her
last few nights—tistrue, pitty tis, tis
true . . Scoop: "Inch" Salisbury and
Miss Holt stepping out together—
she's nice too , so he says,—well, he
should know . , From down at Mower
domicile : Steve Greenwald and Ervie
Gross sneaking in and out the side
door to seo Shirley Portori—last timo
wo saw them they were in—what ? Ida
n o, . ,
ON UNTO THE NIGHT: the oldo
maestro could continue this revealing
ribbery—a few hist minute , glances:
(exclusive news) maynardofonecolbycollegiatoshasbeensoenupinfairneldrushingattractivowaitressnamedbeatricobaileywhoworksatgreenlawscandyshop
¦
. ' . . toi-iyadwinskiandhnrriotfelchimmonsolyenjoyodlastsaturdayovening—
herroomiewaswitheddiesluunan . . .
lastlittlo-iote : throughyostoogesitisuncovercdthatldbtycofflnisspondingco.
nsidorabletimodreftmingaboutsomofi'
eddio . . guoss
who , . unscrablothat ltyovaHn, , . With this 'j umbled
melange of editorial verbiage as this
week' s contribution , your cqlyum conductoiy philosopher and keyhole artist ,
shyloclc holmos'b i ds you acliou until
next Wed-nos-day.
v.

Ye OLDE SLEUTH.
¦¦
" ¦' -

* i"

" .

pires. The first two he pointed out"\
would not solve the ' problem. > < . ThV
third proposed to open our markets'
to the Fascist governments. ¦The last
meant the freeing of the subjugated
states within the British and " French
•empires;
This certainly is a .vital question— one • bearing a direct influence upon '
our lives in the immediate future. Is
Dr., Page the forerunner of better
economic and political understandings? Dr. Page 's schooling at Colum- ' bia, Drake , Union Theological, and
his travels to 35 countries, crossing,
the ocean twenty or more times makes
him an authority on this proposition.
The American student will be fine ma- '
terial for a war. Will we go—or will
there be no war in the immediate
future?
COLBY COLLEGE BROADCAST
(Continued from page 1)
These and other positions mean contact with radio work as it is done in
the nation's studios. The music department arranges for the musical
part of Colby 's variety hour.
Plans are indicating that with
growth the radio hour will develop
into a truly professional production.
Further ideas as to a regular name
for the program are also needed.
Comments on the first efforts of
the production staff have indicated
that already Colby's latest activity is
attracting widespread attention. The'
staff is eager to get new ideas to increase the ' interest.
Present plans for future broadcasts
include other talks: by faculty members who were abroad this past summer, a football program the week of
the Maine game, and one commemorating the anniversary of the martyrdom of Elijah Parish Lovejoy;-.
For further information students
should see Wilson Piper or be at the
WLBZ studio at 5:3 0 Monday. The
same applies to those ' interested in
staff positions.
HELP WANTED—Can you sing,
dance, recite, play a musical instrument or entertain? $17.50 in cash
prizes every Monday night at the
Opera House. "Opportunity . Night"
for amateurs and professional acts.
If interested see or write manager
of Opera House.
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"Hero 's n health to mo and mine,

WAT CH FOR COLLE G IATE
REVIEW!!!

¦ FOR COLLEGE GIR LS .
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The sen
casual coat so
<
this son—smart andpopular
usefu l
to wear ri ght now and on
throu gh the winter —•
Swagger or belted styles in ,
warm fleeces—in newest fall
shades.
' ¦
O THERS .; ' ¦

$ 10.98 to $ 19.75
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(In the Basement)
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(In Garment Department )
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Also see newest
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Printzess ana
Shagmoor Coats
$25.00 to $69.75
2nd. Floor

Emer y- Bro wn Co.

Camera Club Plans
Trip To Matinicus

German Club To
Or ganize Soon

1

¦»

y

On Tuesday, October 19, 1937,
8.15. P. IvL, all those interested in
"things German" will meet in the
Alumnae Building, (Y-Room) fro revive the "Deutscher Verein" of several years ago on the Colby Campus.
The new- organization •will concern
itself primarily with the achievements
of the German people in art, music,
and literature, its history and its contributions to the cultural ' ' life of
America. A knowledge -of German,
therefore, while desirable, is not required , though opportunity for supplementing the classroom training in
the language will "be provided.

. - The next feature of the new year
in the Camera Club under the New
Deal of Ed Shuman is a trip to Matihicus. This body surrounded by
water ab out 21 miles from Rockland,
Maine, is a,source of fine maritime
beauty. The trip that will leave as
early Saturday morning as possible,
will include a boat ride as a special
excursion to the Island and back.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Smith will be
present as the .popular chaperones!
This will truly offer an . opportunity
unique and well worth while, which
NOTICE
every ' enthusiast will be anxious
In con] unction with the opening
about. So early communication with
game of the annual State Series play
Ed Shuman will be quite apropo.
—Colby vs. Bowdoin—a special train
will be run .to Brunswick on Saturday, October 23rd. Classes will be
disniissed~ early on that day in order
to facilitate such an undertaking. The
round trip fare will be $1.00 per person. Students tickets for the BowTemple Street
doin game may be purchased at the
student rate of fifty-five cents and
are to be obtained at the College
JOIN THE CROWD AT THE
Bookstore not later than Friday, Octob er 22nd. Do not miss this opportunity to back the Mules in their 1937
FOR THE BEST
State Series debut. , See next week's
ECHO
for further details.
LUNCHES, CANDY, ICE CREAM

J. O. MICH AUD

Barber Shop

Puritan Sweet Shop

"Say It With Flowers"

WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWEES THINK OF

MITCHELL'S
FLOWERS

'

.

CHI OMEGA
(Continued from page 1)
O's and their guests adjourned fro the
reception room for the singing of
songs and the presentation of carnations. In conclusion Mary Crowley
read the impressive Chi Omega symphony and The Badgre. All the thrills
of this expedition into Indian-land
were cared for by Elizabeth Solie as
rushing captain......
SIGMA KAPPA
(Continued from page 1)
Billie Fait sang "Have You Got Any
Castles That You Want To Have
Built?" Dot Trainor as master of
ceremonies introduced the celebrities
of the evening.
A serious vein was injected into the
program, when, as a conclusion to the
frivolity, Mrs. Libby, gracious wife of
Professor Herbert Libby, read the
history of Sigma Kappa.

Telephone 467-W

WATCH FOR COLLEGIATE
REVIEW!!!

'

'

¦

As a result >of the elections which
were held f or the new "Y. W7' treasurer at mass meeting last week, Marj prie Towle was elected for this position.
' We extend our sympathies to Arline Bamber who is recovering- from
an appendix operation at the Thayer
Hospital.
; The annual candle-light service ' of
the "Y. ' W." will be held Tuesday
night, October 19th,- in the college
chapel. The service will be initiation
of new members and rededication of
old members. Donna deRochemont is
in charge of the program.

DEAN'S LIST
(Continued from page 1)
Ethel L. Bradstreet, Danvers, Mass.
Jean R. Cobb, Brownville Junction.

WHEN YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF
' We are always at your service
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Julie : Haskell; New London, Conn
Mary E . Oliver, Pittsfield.
Sigrid E. Tompkins, Houlton.
¦i Martha.0. Wakefield , Fairfield.
Class of 1939
; Freda K. Abel
, Bar Harbor.

; Sally M. Aldrich, Guilford.
Katherine L. Coffin, Ashland. .
; Mary T. Crowley,
Waterville. .
Elizabeth J. Doxan , Methuen, Mass.
Jeanette L. Drisko , Belfast.
Constance Knickerbocker , Waterville.
Merlyne Magnus , New Haven,
Conn.
,
Alice A. Manley, Nellore, South
India.
Ernestine F. Wilson, Waterville.

Frank A. Record, Livermore Falls
Walter B. Rideout, Hartland.
Eliot I. Slobodkin, Brookline, Mass
J. Marble Thayer, Waterville.
... Maynard 0. Waltz, Damariscotta
.. Harold O. ' Wolman, Waterville.
Class of 1939

Gerald' M. Armstrong, W aterville.
Leon; J. Braudy,¦ New Bedford
¦ :- . - .
Mass; X .
- Elliott H., Drisko, Columbia Falls
, Clebn H. Hatch, Damariscotta.
. - Gilbert E. Hutchinson , West Leba^
non,'N. H.
Wilson Piper, Caribou.
Louis Sacks, Revere , Mass.
Class of 1940

Class of 1940

. Myron G. Berry, Tilton, N. H.
Russell M. Birtwistle , Auburn , R,
I.'
Brewster A. Branz, Lawrence,
Mass.
E. ' Robert Bruce,' Jamaica, N. Y.
Lloyd W. Buzzell, Waterville.
Ralph E. Delano , Presque Isle.
"' Frank ' P. - Farnham, Belgrade.
John T. Foster, Waterbuiw, Conn,
Irving Gross, Milton, Mass.
Gordon B. Jones, Watertown, Mass.
Edwin 'E. Lake, Flushing,-N.' Y.
Carl W. McGraw, Levant.
Ernest C. Marriner, Jr., Waterville.
William Pinansky, Portland .
(Men 's Division)
William . A. Small, Portland.
, Conrad W. Swift, Revere, Mass.
- ' Class of 1938
Joseph G. Antan, Elmhurst, N. Y.
Arthur T. Thompson , Long Beach ,
Robert N. Anthony, Bradford , N. Y. . .
Mass.
Alfred W. Beerbaum , Waterbury,
Conn.
William C. Carter, Watervillei .
Richard W. Dow, Augusta:
Frederick B. Ol-eson, Berlin, N. H.
Francis G. Prescott, Guilford.
Jean F. Congdon , Old Mystic,
Conn.
Mary Elizabeth Fitzgerald , South
Weymouth , Mass.
Ruth K. Gould , Newton Centre,
Mass.
Frances C. Gray, Seal Cove.
Virginia E. Gray, Cambridge, Mass.
Shirley L. Knight, West Scarborough.
Norma E. Leppanen , Ashburnhani,
Mass.
. Mindella Silverman , Portland.
Elizabeth Walden, Greenville.
Mary L. Wheeler, Waterville.

Maddocks

H iCon fcctioneers

Tel. 207
Savings Bank Building, Waterville, Me.
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